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Summary
Castellated and cellular members are steel Isection members with round or hexagonal web
openings. They are made starting from hot-rolled
I-section members using a cutting and welding
procedure. Their main advantage is their
economic material use when loaded in bending
about their weak axis, but they are also being
used out of aesthetic considerations or to
decrease the necessary floor-to-floor height.

Curriculum
In this work, the influence of the production
method of cellular and castellated members on
the residual stress pattern is determined
experimentally. It is shown that the fabrication
process has a detrimental influence on the
residual stresses and the corresponding buckling
resistance. A residual stress pattern for cellular
and castellated members, taking into account this
detrimental influence, is proposed.
Subsequently, the global buckling behaviour is
studied numerically in an elaborate parametric
study. Based on the results of this investigation, a
first design rule proposal is made, fitting in the
Eurocode 3 approach used for the design of steel
structures.
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The global buckling behaviour of these members
will be similar to the buckling behaviour of Isection members without web openings.
However, the buckling resistance will be
influenced by the modified geometry and the
effect of the fabrication procedure on the already
present residual stresses. Current design rules for
the global buckling behaviour contradict each
other, and the effect of the modified residual
stress pattern was never considered. This could
possibly have very unsafe consequences.
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